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LEFSCHETZ DUALITY

AND TOPOLOGICAL TUBULAR NEIGHBOURHOODS

BY

F. E. A. JOHNSON

ABSTRACT. We seek an analogue for topological manifolds of closed tubular

neighbourhoods (for smooth imbeddings) and closed regular neighbourhoods (for

piecewise linear imbeddings).  We succeed when the dimension of the ambient

manifold is at least six.  The proof uses topological handle theory, the results of

Siebenmann's thesis, and a strong version of the Lefschetz Duality Theorem

which yields a duality formula for Wall's finiteness obstruction.

0.  Introduction.  Let DIFF, PL, TOP  denote the categories of smooth, piece-

wise linear and topological manifolds and, respectively, smooth, piecewise linear

and continuous maps.  In each of DIFF  and  PL, given an imbedding  i. X —> Y,

there is a natural class  C (i), of closed neighbourhoods of  i(X) in   Y, namely,

tubular neighbourhoods in  DIFF  and regular neighbourhoods in  PL.  C(z) has the

following properties:

(A) C(z') is a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of   i(X) in   Y.

(B) If N £ c(z'),  i(X) c_» N is a simple homotopy equivalence and, if codim X

> 3,   dN *—> N induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups.

(C) There is a deformation retraction  r : N —> i(X) such that Map (dN—'i(X))

= N (Map  is the mapping cylinder construction).

(D) If Ny, N2 £ C(i), there exists  N5 £ £(i)  such that  N} C IntOVj O N A

and an isotopy (in the correct category)  Q: Y x [0, l] —> Y such that

(i) for each  t £ [0, l], Q( | N ̂  = 1 | N?;

(ii)  20 = iy and  Qy(Ny)=N2.

We seek such a class  C(z') when  i: X —> Y  is a locally flat imbedding of a

closed manifold X  such that  i(X) O dY = 0.  We succeed to the following extent.

Theorem 3.6.   Let  i: Xx C-» Mm  be a locally flat imbedding of a closed mani-

fold X  into a manifold Mm with x + 3 < m and m>6, such that  i(X) n dM = 0

(X «W M  being assumed only topological manifolds).

Then there is a class C(z')  of closed, locally flat neighbourhoods of i(X)  in

M satisfying properties (A) and (B) above. Moreover, any such class then auto-

matically satisfies (D) and the following conditions:
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(C') TV £ CU) => TV - i(X)^dN x [0, 1) and

(C")  TV £ C(z') => z'(X)  z's a deformation retract of N.

(C) is a weak form of (C) and, as we shall see, (C) — (C') ^ (C").  The

question of whether (C) holds in general is interesting.

The method of proof is to use handle theory in the form of [2l] on  M - z'(X),

and to forget about  i(X), except for requiring that  M - i(X)  be   1-LC at  i(X).  If

X  is a closed manifold and x + 3 < ttz, this is no more general than requiring  z  to

be a locally flat imbedding [3].  In fact, the method can be applied when X  is a

compact ANR and M -z'(X)  is 1-LC at  z(X).   In general an obstruction arises to

completing the method.  The obstruction vanishes if and only if X  is homotopy

equivalent to a finite complex.  It is still a classic problem to decide whether or

not there exists a compact ANR X not having the homotopy type of a finite com-

plex, with  X  finite dimensional.

In order to compute the collaring obstruction which arises from the methods of

[21] we are forced to prove a stronger form of the Lefschetz Duality Theorem than

is usual (2.4).   This entails an excursion into the language of derived categories [9].

When  codim X < 1, Brown [2] proved that a class of neighbourhoods exists

with properties (A)—(D) together with the extra condition that the retraction  r : TV—»

z(X)  is a locally trivial bundle with fibre a 1-disc.  Kirby [12] announced a proof

of the analogous result for codim X = 2, but the proof contains a mistake which

seems not to have yet been completely corrected [15]-  One might ask whether the

retraction map  r : TV —> z'(X)  is in general a disc bundle, but this is already false

in the  PL  category ([10], [19]).

Note that [20] contains a microbundle classification of locally flat imbeddings.

However, apart from titles, the intersection of this paper with [20] is just about

empty.

The author wishes to express his gratitude to his research advisor Professor

C. T. C. Wall who suggested the problem and who has endured several preliminary

versions of this paper.  The final presentation has gained in clarity after consider-

ation of a communication from C. P. Rourke.  The author also wishes to thank the

Science Research Council for financial support whilst this work was done, during

the period when the author was a research student at the University of Liverpool.

1.   Categories of chain complexes and the derived category.  For a fuller ac-

count of the subject of this section we refer the reader to, for example, [9].

Definition.  Let £  be a category and  M a class of morphisms in C.  A local-

isation of C  at  M  is a pair  (¡D, d) where

(i) D  is a category and d : £ —> j) is a functor such that, for each p e M,

dip) is an isomorphism.

(ii) For any other such pair (©', d') with the property that Ö'(p) is an isomor-

phism, for each p e M, there exists a unique functor 77 : S —> T>' making the follow-

ing diagram commute:
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e-t—?¡y

If we do our category theory within a fixed universe then a localisation of C

at M  exists for any class of morphisms  M.  (Any two such are clearly isomorphic.)

We shall assume this done, so that ontological problems need not concern us.  We

shall often suppress the localising functor and write  C (M     ) for the localisation

fid AiC at M.

Definition.  Let  R  be a ring (associative with unit).  We single out the follow-

ing categories:

C (R):  the category of i?-chain complexes and chain maps.

C,(R):  the full subcategory of c(ß)  consisting of objects  (C^, d) such that

for some n eN,  H (C^) = 0 for  | r | > n where  H ̂  is the homology functor.

j iR):  the full subcategory of C (R) consisting of objects  (C^, d) with each

C   projective such that, for some 72 e N, C   =0 for 72 < | r|.

siR):  the analogue of 9 (R) for injective modules.

Jj (R):  the full subcategory of 9 (R) whose objects  (C^, d) have   C   finitely

generated, for each  r.

F (R):  the full subcategory of Jv (R.) whose objects have (finitely generated)

free modules in each dimension.

If OÍ e |(2(R), eb(R), 9(R),Hr), $9(R), Hm)], denote by HS  the homotopy

category of Cf, i.e. morphisms are chain homotopy classes of chain maps.  Let  HI

be the class of morphisms in C(R) which induce isomorphisms of homology groups

in all dimensions.

Definition.  Define  Der (R) = C (R) [HT l], and Der¿ (R) = <2fc(R) [HT 1]. Der(R)

is the derived  category  of   R.    Der, (R) is, however, more useful as the following

theorem shows.

Theorem 1.1.   Let \  ): C,(R) —> Der, (R)  be the localisation functor.   We have

the following equivalence of categories:

(9(R))  tt 0(R)) SS  Detb(R) » MR) = K?(R).

Proof.  The statement that (9 (R)) at (i (R)} S Der&(R)  is little more than that

the category of R-modules has enough projectives and injectives (see [9, p. 40—

45])-  The equivalences (9(R)) « K9(R) and (i (R)) S Kí iR) ate well known, being

the Whitehead Theorem for chain complexes (cf. [24, p. 225]).

Definition.  Let  K (R) be the projective class group of finitely generated pro-

jective R-modules.  Define after Wall ([26], [27]) a function

a : 39(R) - K0(R)

by
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<r(Q~]T(-mc\,
7£Z

where  !C|  is the class of  C in   K AR).

The following is essentially proved in [27, Theorems 5—7].  We just adapt it

to our notation.

Theorem 1.2.   Let R  be a ring and [ ]: C,(7<) —> KOlAR)  be the obvious func-

tor.   Then a factors through Kjj(R), thus

39(R)--KÁR) "ov

"Kï9(r)

Moreover,

(i)  // C^ £ $9(R) then   [Cj e Kf(R)  iff aiCj = 0.

(ii)  If 0 —> X* —» X2 —> X^—>0  is an exact sequence in £.(#)  then any two

of [X^.],   2 = 1, 2, 3, are in K^f(R)  if and only if all three are.

(iii)  Let 0 —* X^ —> X~¡. —> X^ —> 0  be an exact sequence with all three satis-

fying  [XpeJCFiPOO.   Then a\x\ ] + a[_X\ ] = a{x\ ].

Convention.  We agree to confuse Jj(R) and  F (R) with their images in

Detb(R).

2.  Chain complex functors and Lefschetz duality.   Let J   (resp. j J ) denote

the category whose objects are second countable, locally compact Hausdorff,

locally contractible, finite dimensional topological spaces, whose morphisms are

continuous (resp. proper) maps.  If 77  is a group, denote by J (77)  the subcategory

of J   whose objects  X  are connected, have 77AX) = 77, and whose morphisms are

maps inducing isomorphisms of 77  .  We note that each object in  J   is a metrizable

ANR  and that compact objects in  J exhaust all compact finite dimensional ANR's

[l, p. I22].  We shall use the following functors:

A^J  —> C,(Z):  A^  the singular chain complex functor,

A*: J  —* C, (Z):  A     the Alexander-Spanier cochain functor [24, Chapter 6],

A*: 3" - efc(Z):  A*(  ) . Homz(A+(  ); Z),
A   : J S   —»  C,(Z):  A      the subcomplex of A     with compact supports  [24, p.

320],

A   : fj —> L,(Z): A    the subcomplex of A    with compact supports,

Cy. J(tt) — £AfLn) defined by  CjX) = A+(X),

C*: Clin) — Cb(Zrr) defined by  C*(X) = A*(X), where  (23"(77)  is the full sub-

category of J (77)  of compact objects.   Here   ~   denotes   'universal cover' and the

77-action on  C^,  C    is induced by 77-action on universal covers.   The above func-

tors enjoy the following properties [24, Chapter 6]:
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(A) There are natural transformations  r : A  (  ) —>A  (  ) r : A  ( ) —»A  (  )

which induce homology isomorphisms on  S, 9j   respectively.

(B) Let X e J   and suppose  B C A C X ate closed subsets.  Put

Jl = Jl(A, B) = \(U, V)  is a neighbourhood of  (A, B) and X - V is compact}.

Then the natural map

lim A*(U, V) -* A*c(A, B)

induces a homology isomorphism.

We can now make a start on the Lefschetz Duality Theorem.

Definition. Let X be a manifold of dimension 72.  Let 8 (X) C X x X be the

diagonal.  Let a be the Eilenberg-Zilber equivalence

a : Am(    ) x (    ) -. Hom(Ai ) x A       (   ); Z).
* 772 -* '

Let (C, D) C X  and let  i : (X - D, X - C) x (C, D) —> (X x X, X x X - 8) be the

inclusion.  For each  U £ A"(X x X, X x X - 8) define a chain map

yv : A^X -D, X-C) — An"*(C, D)

by

yf/(x) = (a o z'tt/OVx,

where  / is slant product (see [24, p. 287]).

We will also need

Lemma 2.1.  Let X  be an orientable manifold of dimension n.   Let  U £

A" (X x X, X x X - S (X))  be an orientation cocycle.   Let (C, D) be a compact

pair in X with  C D dX = <f) .  Then

yu : Um íí^VA - w, a - v ! —> lim ¿i"   '"KV, wjlim y„ : lim AiX - W, X - V) -> lim \n~*(V, W)

is a chain map inducing homology isomorphisms, where  lim   is taken for (V, W) £

Jl(C, D) as defined above.

For a proof see [24, pp. 296—298].  Next we prove

Lemma 2,2.   Let X  be an orientable manifold of dimension n.  Let  U £

A" (X x X, X x X - 8 (X))  be an orientation cocycle.   Let (A, B)  be a closed pair

in X satisfying

(i) Au àX, B U dX, A - B, A - B C\B  are locally contractible,

(ii) A - B  is compact and A - B n X = 0.

Then yv: A^X - (B udX), X - (A U dX)) — An~*(A U âX, B u <3X)   is a chain map

inducing homology isomorphisms.
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Proof. Let Hl' be a cofinal subsystem of ft (A - B udX, (A - B Cx B) u dX)

such that each  (V, W) £ ft'  is an open pair.   Put  (C, D) = (A~-~B, A - B C\B). We

have the following commutative diagram of chain maps in which we want to prove

that y.,   induces homology isomorphisms.

limyy
lim AiX - V, X - U)

AiX -(Du dX), X - (C ü dX))

SIX-(B UdX), X-(AudX))

Yu„

Vu,

-+ UmAn-*(U, V)

*2

*(C u dX, D u dX)

ex2

♦  A"-*(AU(9X, Bu<9X)

Here  ex  stands for excision,   ex.   is a true excision since  X - (C U<9X)  is open,

lim y y  is an isomorphism on homology by 2.1.  0.   is an isomorphism on homology

since A^ has compact supports in the terminology of [4], [24].  Thus  y..     and y„

induce homology isomorphisms if and only if 0.  and  ex    do.  Accordingly, con-

sider the following commutative diagram of chain maps:

lim An~*(U, V)

¿2

C u dX, D u dX)

ex2

A"-*(A u ax, ß u (9X)

lim r
lim An-*(i7, V)

"(C u (9X, D U ax)

a"-*(a u ax, b u ax)

Now  lim r, r   , r.   induce homology isomorphisms by property (A) above, ex     is the

strong excision for A   , thus induces homology isomorphisms as does  0     by the

continuity property for A   .   Thus 0    and ex    and hence yu     and y „     induce

homology isomorphisms.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 2.3.   Let X  be an orientable manifold of dimension n.   Let  il e

A" (X x X, X x X - 8 (X))  be an orientation cocycle.   Let M   be a closed submani-

fold of X with X — M  compact and X - M ddX = 0.   Then the chain map y..:

A^(X - M) —* A"~*(X, M)  induces homology isomorphisms.

Proof.  Obvious, since the local contractibility condition of 2.2 is satisfied.

Finally we have

Theorem 2.4 (Lefschetz Duality Theorem).   Let X  be a compact connected

manifold with dX connected.   Suppose  W C Int X   is a closed, connected, locally

contractible subset with
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W    C_*     X    «_j   X - W     »_> âX

a diagram in J (77).   Then (C+(X - W)) and (Cn~  (X, W U <9X)) are isomorphic in

Derfc(Zrr).

Proof.  Recall that  C^K) = A^.(K).  Lifting inclusions to universal covers we

get

W^X ^X^~W^ dX

and  X  is orientable.

Now put

Jl = \M: M is a closed submanifold neighbourhood of

W U <9X  such that X - M has compact closure}.

Then 77 acts on 71  via its action on  X.   By 2.3 we get a Z (77)  chain map which

induces homology isomorphisms, where  lim  is taken over Tí,

(I) iimyfj: l]m A lX - M) — lim An_*(x\ M).

Also the obvious  Z (?7)-chain map below induces homology isomorphisms by the

compact supports property for A^,

(II) lim A+(X - M) -* Cj,X - (IV U dX)).

By property (A) above, since we are working in J ,

~o               lim t -x,

(III) lim A"-*iX, M) -=i-> lim A""*(X, M)

induces homology isomorphisms.  Finally by property (B) above,

(IV) <p : lim An~*(X, M) — An-*(X, W u dX)

induces homology isomorphisms and

C*(X, W u dX) = A*(X, W u dX).

Thus by (I)-(IV) we have that (C^X - (WudX))) CX (C"-*(X, W u dX)) in

Dert(Z7r).  Taking a collar on  X  we have  (C^X - W)) = (Cn~*(X, W u dX)). Q.E.D.

Now recall Wall's theory of finiteness conditions for homotopy type ([26], [27]).

We summarize Wall's main theorem thus.

Theorem 2.5.  Suppose X £ J(jt).  Then

(a) X   is dominated in homotopy by a finite complex if and only if (C^(X)) e

J9(fLn).  If X  is compact then X  is dominated by a finite complex.

(b) // X   is dominated by a finite complex, then X  is equivalent to a finite

complex if and only if
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(i)  (C^(X)) e E(Zrr), or equivalently,

(ii)  a((CjOi))) = 0 e K0(Zt7).

It is customary to write  a(X) = a((CAX))).  Let  '-' denote the involution

K  (Z77) —* KATjTt) induced by  Horn     (-; Z77).  The next proposition is essentially

well known.

Proposition 2.6.  Let X £ S(rr)  be compact.   Then

(C\X))  St   (HomZ!7 (Cpi) : ZU))     in Derfe (Z77).

Hence (C*(X)) £ $9(Zn) and a({C*(X))) = ajx).

Proof.  Recall that C*(X) = A*(X) and C Ax) = A Ax) and r: A*(X) — A*(X)
c * * c c

induces isomorphisms for X e S(n).  Define two presheaves T, í2of Tm chain com-

plexes on  X as follows, where  p: X —* X is the covering projection:

a) r*(ß) = A*(p-1L/),
(ii) n*(t/) = Hom_  (A Ap~ lU) : Zrr).Z77       *  r

Define a  Z77 chain map  a by

a„ : r*(f7) -> 0*(i/)

with

^/^=i:«/(«"lcj)-

gerr

We contend that  a    induces an isomorphism on homology.  It suffices to check

this locally since  X  is locally contractible and compact.  Take a covering (U^) of

X  such that, for each A,   p~   (U¡) = U^ x 77.  We get a commutative triangle

A*(UX x 77)-—».  Homz?7. ( A+(l/x x 77) : Z77)

O O

Hom^/y^x 77); Z)

in which the map  a. can be viewed as a definition of the 77-action on A   ((Jx x 77)

and is certainly an isomorphism.     Q.E.D.

As a consequence of our Lefschetz Theorem and 2.6 we have

Corollary 2.7.   Let  W £ J(rr)  be a compact object.   Let  W c_» X «J X - W>-^dX

be a diagram in J (77) with X a compact manifold of dimension  n.   Then

(i)  X — W  is dominated by a finite complex,

(ii) a(X - W) = (-1)"     o{W) and W  is equivalent to a finite complex iff

X -W  is.

Proof,  (i)  Look at the exact sequence
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0 — C*(X; W u dX) — C*(X) — C*(W) €> C*(âX) — 0.

Since  (C*(X)),(C*(dX)) and   (C*(W)) £ J9(Zn) then so does  (C*(X, W Ur3X)> by

1.2.   By 2.4, (C"-*(X, W U dX)> = (C^X - W)) so that  X - W  is dominated by a

finite complex since  (C^(X - W)) £ j9(Zn). Also,VY _ If))   le

a(X -W) = a((C"-*(X, W U <?X)) = (-l)"a(<C*(X, W u <9X)>),

= (-l)"Sff(X)-a(aY)-a(M/)|.

However, by a result of Kirby-Siebenmann [14], a(Y) = o~(Y) = 0  if   V is a com-

pact manifold;  hence  aiX - W) = (- l)" + 1 cr(W).  The rest is trivial.     Q.E.D.

3.  The tubular neighbourhood theorem.   The following proposition is due to

Hu [11].

Proposition 3.1.   Let (X, A) be a topological pair with A  closed in X and

X an ANR.   Then A^X  is a cofibration   <=> A   is an ANR.

We shall use the following standard result more than once.

Proposition 3.2. Let i . : A C-* X be a cofibration. Then there exists a neigh-

bourhood U of A in A, a retraction r: U —> A and a homotopy (h ): U —» X such

that

(i)  h   = z'    : U c_> X,

(ii) h \A = iA for all z e [0, l], and

(iii) hy = iA°r.

Proposition 3.3.  Let X C-» N  be an inclusion of a compact, connected ANR

X  in a compact connected manifold N such that

(i) dNnX = 0, and

(ii) N - X = dN x [0, l).

Tie72  X   is a deformation retract of N.

Proof.  Let  U be a neighbourhood of X  in  N, r : U —> X a retraction and

(h ): U —» N a homotopy satisfying the conclusion of Proposition 3.2.  Choose, by

hypothesis, a neighbourhood  N    of X  in  N  such that X C N   C U and such that

N - N' = dN x [0, l].  Clearly, N'  is a deformation retract of N.  Let (gt)0<t<i:

N —> N'  be a deformation retraction from  N to  N'.  Define  (W,)0<,<i: iV —> N'  by

Ht = ë2t     f0r   °<Z<^.

H,-b2.  ..  ,    for H<r<l.
t 2i-l|N7 -    -

Then  (H )  is a deformation retraction from  N to  X.      Q.E.D.

In the next section we will prove
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Theorem 3.4.   Let Mm  be an open topological manifold with m > 6.   Let

i: X —► M  be an imbedding of a compact connected ANR  X such that dim X + 3

< 772 and M — X   z's l-LC at X.   Then there is a closed, locally flat neighbourhood

TV  of X such that N - X = dN x[0, l)  if and only if X has the homotopy type of

a finite complex.

The proof uses 2.7 in an essential way.   From this we infer

Theorem 3.5 (Tubular Neighbourhood Theorem).  Let Mm  be an open topologi-

cal manifold with m > 6.   Let X  be a compact connected ANR and let h: K —» X

be a homotopy equivalence with  K a finite complex.   Let  i : X C-> M"   be an imbed-

ding with M - X  l-LC at X.   Let Wh(77)  be the White head group of a group n.

Then

(i)  There is a closed neighborhood N  of X which deformation retracts onto X.

(ii)  For each r £ Whirr) (u = u. (X))  there is a closed neighbourhood N (r)  of

X  in M such that  i ° h: K —> N (r)  is a homotopy equivalence with Whitehead tor-

sion T ;  any two such  N   (r), N   0) are isotopic in Mm, keeping a third TV   (r)

fixed.

Proof,  (i) is immediate from 3.4 and 3-3.  (ii) is a well-known application of

s-cobordism and classification of ¿-cobordisms [25].  Note that the Whitehead tor-

sion statement is well defined since a compact manifold has a well-defined simple

homotopy type [14]-

To get  N(t), take  TV  such that  TV deformation retracts onto X.   By the collar

neighbourhood theorem, find  N. £-> N such that N - N. S dN x [0, l].  Now sup-

pose that h ° i: K —> TV    has torsion  a£ Wh(rz).  Decompose  N - N    as a com-

posite of ¿-cobordisms;  thus, N - N   = Lj   UaL + L    with dL~ = dN  , dL    = dL2

and dL   = dN such that dL    £-> L    has Whitehead torsion (r - a), so that dL    c_>

L2  has torsion  (a - r).  Define  TV(r) = TVj  UaN    Lj.   Then   i ° h: K —> N(r) has

torsion  (t — a) + a = r.  To get uniqueness up to isotopy, take two such neighbour-

hoods  N°(r), Nl(r). Clearly we can find a third TV3 (r) C Int(TV°(r) nNl(r)), and a

fourth N2(r), such that TV3Q) - N2(r) Ot dN3(r) x [0, l]. Since dN^(r) c-

N°(r) - N3(r), dN3(r) c+N*(r) - N*(r) ate s-cobordisms, then  TV°(r) - N^^) Si

dN(r) x [0, l]  and  TV1(r)-N3(r) = dN3(r) x [0, l].  It is easy to see that N°(r) is

isotopic to  TV3(r)  keeping TV  (r) fixed;   similarly  TV  (r) is isotopic to  N^(r) keep-

ing TV2 (r) fixed.   Thus  N°{r) and Nl{r) are isotopic keeping TV  00 fixed.  We can

extend the isotopy to   M   by the  Topological Isotopy  Extension  Theorem  ([13]

or [17]).    Q.E.D.

Corollary 3.6.   Let  i: Xx —> Mm  be a locally flat imbedding of a closed

{topological) manifold into a (topological) manifold Mm  with x + 3 < m and m>6,

such that i(X) O dM = $.
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Then there is a class C(z')  of closed, locally flat neighbourhoods of i(X)  in

M satisfying

(I) C(z)  is a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of i(X)  in Mm.

(II)  If N £ c(z'), then  i(X) c-> N  is a simple homotopy equivalence and dN c_,

N  induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups.

(III) (a) If N £ ¿(z)  then N - i(X) = dN x [0, l), and

(b) z (X)   is a deformation retract of N.

(IV) // Ny, N2 £ &(i), there exists  N^ C Int(/Vj nNA, N    £ £(z), and an

isotopy Q: M x [0, l] —> M such that

(i) for each te[0,l],Qt\N = l|N and

(ii)  20 = 1M7 QyiNy)=N2.

Proof.  Let c(z')  be the class of neighbourhoods satisfying (II).   Then by 3.4

and 3.5, i-ii) is nonempty and satisfies (I).

C(z') now also satisfies (III)(a), for let  iV. e C(i).  By (I) there is a sequence

(N  ) ,„  with  ¡V   £ C(i), N . , c_ Int N    and fl     „ <V   = z'(X).  By the s-cobordism
r   rfN r r + 1 r '   'r e N      r '

theorem, for each fe N we have N   - N  ., = dN   x [0, l]. Thus N. - z'(X) =

dN0 x [0, oo) St dNQ x [0, 1). Hence C(i) also satisfies (III)(b) by 3-3- (IV) follows

from the same proof as 3.5, taking care to keep the isotopy fixed on  dM.  Notice

that 3-5 was stated for X  connected.   If X  is not connected, we can take a closed

neighbourhood around each connected component of X  and apply the method of 3.5

to each neighbourhood in turn, keeping all isotopies fixed on boundaries.     Q.E.D.

Appendix:  Low dimensional codimension three imbeddings.  There are three

nontrivial cases of codimension three imbeddings which we have not treated,

namely  S1 c_ M4, S1 C+ M5  and  X2 c_ M5, where  M, X ate manifolds.

(I) The case S   C-> M  .   Because of the possible lack of handle structures

[22] on 4-dimensional topological manifolds, this case is mysterious though con-

ceivably quite easy.  It would be interesting to know to what extent the results of

[7] can be generalised.

(II) The cases X C->M5 with dim X = 1, 2.  Because of [14], [l6] we can say

a good deal here.  Let  ¡:XQM'  be a locally flat imbedding (dim X < 2). Choose

an open neighbourhood  U, a retraction  r : U —» X  such that /' ~ z ° r (rel X) where

;': U c_» M  is the inclusion.  Thus the classifying map for the topological tangent

bundle for   U factors through the classifying map for a smooth manifold.  Hence   U

is  smoothable.   Relative to this smoothing, z  is e-isotopic to a smooth imbedding.

Hence   i(X) has closed, homotopy equivalent neighbourhoods.

(a) S   C-> M  :  In this case, two close smoothings of  z  are smoothly isotopic,

and the corresponding tubular neighbourhoods are isotopic.

(b) X c-> M': Here we do not have the information that close smooth imbed-

dings are smoothly isotopic, though this is conceivable. The question of unique-

ness thus remains open.
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4.   Proof of Theorem 3.4.   For basic information about ends, we refer the

reader to [6] or [2l].  We recast the definitions of [2l] thus.

Definition.  Let 11.   be the fundamental groupoid functor.  Let ë be an isolated

end of a topological space  X.   Say that ë is stable if and only if there is a se-

quence  (U ) of neighbourhoods of ë such that

(i)  For each  r,   U  , , C Int U  .
'       r+1 r

(iii)  For each  r,  Im Q +. —l Im 2    is an equivalence of categories, where

Q   .,: HAU  ..) —»n,(iT  )  is the functor induced by   U  . , c_> U  .   If ë  is stable,
'r + 1        1      r + 1 1      r '        r + 1 r '

we define 77.(fe)  by choosing  (X  ) with  X   £ U and  p +.[0, l] —> U    a path

from X  .,   to X  . Let
7+1 7

(pr+1)*: "x(Ur+l, Xr+l) -, 77^, X )

be the map  (p +yyX) = Lp +.JAlp +:J.  Then define

Definition.  Let fe  be an isolated stable end of X.  A 0-neighbourhood  U of fe

is a neighbourhood such that

/-N      77      ■ J(i)   U is connected,

(il) au  is compact and connected.

A 1-neighbourhood  U of ë  is a 0-neighbourhood such that ^(fe) = 77All) =

77.(at/)  (under the obvious maps).

A ¿-neighbourhood   U of fe  is a  1-neighbourhood   such that dU <—> U induces

isomorphisms of 77    for r < k (for  k > 2).

Definition.  Let fe  be an isolated stable end of X.   Say that fe  is tame iff

(i)  every 0-neighbourhood of fe  contains a 1-neighbourhood in its interior,

and every 1-neighbourhood is dominated by a finite complex,

(ii) 77. (fe)  is finitely presented.

The above definition contains some redundancies as follows.

Lemma 4.1.   Let fe  be an isolated stable end of a topological manifold X".

Suppose  « > 6 (or « > 5   if X  has a PL structure).   Then

(i)  every neighbourhood of fe  contains a 0-neighbourhood,

(ii)   if TT  (fe)   is finitely presented,  then every 0-neighbourhood of fe  contains

a l-neighbourhood,

(iii) fe   z's ¿a772e if and only if 77 (fe)  z's finitely presented and some l-neigh-

bourhood is dominated by a finite complex.

Proof.  See [21].   The case where  X  is topological or PL can be obtained by

translating Siebenmann's proof, which is given in terms of Morse functions, into

handle theoretic terms.  We need  « > 6 (rather than  « > 5) in the topological case

to ensure the existence of topological handle structures ([14], [22]).

We can now state the results of [2l] in the following economy size theorem.
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Theorem 4.2.   Let &  be a tame end of a topological manifold Mn with n > 6.

Then

(i) every neighbourhood of Q>  contains an (n — 3) neighbourhood,

(ii)  if V, V'   are (n — 3) neighbourhoods of ©, then a(V) = a(v')  (we now

write a(&) = o(V) e K^ZrZjê),

(iii) ë  has an (n - 2)  neighbourhood V  if and only if o(G>) = 0,

(iv)   if V  is an (n - 2) neighbourhood of Q>, then  V = dV x [0, l) (V  is called

a collar neighbourhood).

Proof.  See [2l] for smooth case.   The proof is again handle theoretic and we

can use topological handle theory to get the general result,  (iii) is the heart of the

matter;  (ii) uses Lefschetz duality (though an easier version than 2.4) and the fact

that o(Y) = 0  for  Va compact manifold [14].  (iv) follows from the fact that if  V

is an  (72 - 2) neighbourhood, then  dV c-> V is a homotopy equivalence, plus the

classification and invertibility of 77-cobordisms.  But see [21], [23L [25].

In order to prove 3.4 we shall first prove

Lemma 4.3.   Let Mn  be an open topological manifold with n > 6.   Let A   be a

compact, connected ANR  and let  i : A C-> M  be an imbedding such that M — A   is

l-LC at A  and dim A + 3 < n.   Then

(i) M - A  has one isolated, tame end &(A), corresponding to the removal of

A, and TTyiA) Si nfêiA)).

(ii) a (e (A)) = (-1)"     <j(A) and hence &(A) has a collar neighbourhood if

and only if A  has the homotopy type of a finite cell complex.

Proof.  We prove first the following

Sublemma 4.4.   Let M"  be a compact, connected manifold.   Let A C Int Mn  be

a closed, connected subset with dim A < n - 2.   Then

(i) M — A  has one end, M — A = M and M - A   is path connected,

(ii)  if i : M - A £-> M  is the inclusion, then  i^: n AM -A) —> tt.(M)  is sur-

jective,

(iii)  if, in addition, M - A   is l-LC at A, then  z+: 77 ( M - A) —» 77.(Ml)  is in-

fective, hence an isomorphism.

Proof of Sublemma 4.4.  (i) follows from the following information:

(1) Since  dim A < 72 - 1,  A   contains no interior points.

(2) A  is connected.

(3) Since  dim A < n - 2, if M' = M - C fot some compact C with CC\A = 0 then

if MA   is the connected component of  M   containing A,  MA  - A   is path connected.

(iii) follows easily from Theorem 2 of [5].

It remains to prove (ii).   The following is based on a proof of a theorem of [l8].

Let   ||   ||   be a norm on  R" and let  E" = \x e R": ||x|| < l!.  Let  (i7x< h) be a
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cover of M with  h  : U   —> R"  a homeomorphism.   Put   V   = h~   (En).  Choose a

finite subset (U,, V A, (t/n, V,), • • • , (17,, V.) such that A C M*     Int V.. If
112 2 7e        fe ^^l — 1 z

/: S    —' M  is any continuous map, subdivide  5     by 1-simplices  (a) such that

(V/) : /(ct.) n A / 0 => ( 3r) : /(a.) C Int V.

Now renumber the 1-simplices whose images intersect A   thus  la.., ■ • • , ak¡-

Since  M - A = M and  M - A   is path connected, we can alter / be an arbitrarily

small homotopy to obtain a map / : S   —> M  such that

(i) (V;) (f(a) C\A+$) — f\a) r>A¿0,

(ii) (V/) /(a.) C Int Vr -» /'(a.) C Int Vr,

(iii) /'(aa.) C V - A.
' 1 r

Now alter /'  on each  a. by choosing a path  p. : / —► Int V   - A   between the

(at most two) points of / (aa). We can do this since Int V   — A   is path connected.

Define  f0=f    and, for  r > 1, define

CU'-^CU'-a,       /"K = pr.

Put /" = /".   Then f"(S ) C M - A.   Moreover, since each inclusion  V c_, U    ¡s null

homotopic, then / ' ~ / in  M, and hence /   ~ /   ~ / in  M.   Thus   ¿^: r7.(/M - A)

—>t7.(M)  is surjective.  Sublemma 4.4 is proved.

We continue with the proof of 4.3-  We show that fe(A) is stable, and has

77.(fe(A)) = 77.(A).  Since A   is a compact metrizable finite dimensional  ANR  it fol-

lows from [8] that A   is dominated by a finite complex.   Thus  77.(A)  is a retract of

a finitely presented group, hence (by [26]) is finitely presented.   Thus, showing

77.(ëA) = 77.(A) also shows that 77.(fe(A)) is finitely presented.

To show that fe(A)  is stable and has  77  (ë(A)) = 77 (A) proceed as follows:

Let  U be a neighbourhood of A.   Construct by 3.2 a sequence  (U,) of neigh-

bourhoods of A   such that

(i)  each   17,   is connected, U, +, C U,   and  Mt6N Uk = A,

(ii)  for each  k, if  iy. A c_> 7/    ¿s the inclusion, then there exists  r, : U    —> A

such that  t,° i   =1     and such that, for each  k,  the following diagram commutes:

(1,    ï    {jk+2]* ,..     s      {jkn]*

Uk)m

where  j,+y Uk + 1 c-> ßi  is the inclusion.

Now we have
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(a) (O*  and ^t + i^* are injective since they have left inverses  irn)%iin)¿= 1^.

(b) im(jk+l)* = 1m(ik)^since (/fc+i)* = ^V^-f^* and ^k + i1* is surjective.

(c) (jk+,'*: Im(;'.+2)# —> Im(/,+,)!)! is an isomorphism, since we have the fol-

lowing commutative triangle in which  (O*  and  Ot + j)*  are isomorphisms (by (a)

and (b) above):

Im(;       )      -h+l *     >  ha(jk+X
>k+2 * 'k+1

Stability of &(A) now follows easily, for by 4.4 we have the following commutative

diagram for each  k:

4
U

h*
"l^Atí*-* -*-►»,(I/Ä-A)

where  è: t/, +. - A C-> (J   _ A  is the inclusion.  Hence  Im h^ Ot Im f^ S? 77,(A) and

ë(A) is stable with 7rAê>(A)) s n.(A). That ë is tame follows from 2.7, the exis-

tence of 1-neighbourhoods for &(A) by 4.1, and the fact that A  is dominated by a

finite complex.  The formula  a(&(A)) = (-1)"     aiA) again follows from 2.6.   Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 3.4.  Immediate now by 4.2 and 4.3.
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